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Chapter 610: The Gift from the Duke’s Manor 

Duke Raymond’s back felt a chill when he sensed the dark aura on the masked man. Every time he saw 

this man, he would have such a feeling. Feng Qing secretly held Xie Jiuhan’s hand under her coat. It was 

not that she was deliberately showing off their love, but she was afraid that Xie Jiuhan would suddenly 

kill someone. 

 

 

Feng Qing smiled and said, “Duke Raymond, why are you here to look for me?” 

 

 

At first, she thought that Madam Crimson Snow had some strange illness again, so Raymond had 

brought a bunch of people to look for her. Now it looked like she was thinking too much, but this made 

her even more curious. 

 

 

Duke Raymond smiled brightly and said, “Oh, my beautiful Miss Qingqing, under your treatment, my 

mother, Madam Mingxue, has finally recovered. Moreover, after taking the prescription that you gave, 

my mother’s body is rapidly recovering her youthful state. The Duke and I wanted to express our 

sincerest gratitude to you. In order to show our sincerity, we specially prepared a gift that represents 

our sincerity. I hope my beautiful Miss Qingqing will accept it.” 

 

 

For some reason, when Duke Raymond said this, Feng Qing felt a chill in her heart, as if something bad 

was quietly happening. Her grip on Xie Jiuhan tightened. 

 

 

However, Xie Jiuhan seemed to have the same feeling after hearing Raymond’s words. His entire body 

exuded the terrifying aura of a volcano that was about to erupt. Behind the golden mask, Xie Jiuhan’s 



expression was cold. He stared at Duke Raymond warily. He wondered if this crazy Duke Raymond had 

come over to express his gratitude at this time to propose to Feng Qing on the streets again. 

 

 

Duke Raymond clapped his hands. A huge truck slowly stopped in front of the hotel. A red silk covered 

the truck, making it impossible to see what was inside. Feng Qing looked at the truck curiously and 

doubtfully, wanting to see what this thank-you gift from the Duke’s Manor was. 

 

 

Duke Raymond took a few steps forward and raised his head. He pulled off the red silk on the truck with 

a smile on his face. The huge red silk fluttered in the air for a while. The scene was very spectacular. 

However, when the red silk landed, everyone finally saw what was in the truck. Feng Qing and Xie Jiuhan 

were also blinded by the thing inside! 

 

 

It turned out that under the red silk was a huge transparent crystal. Although it was called a crystal, it 

was actually just a super large piece of glass. However, this glass was polished to the shape of a diamond 

and was placed on a gilded framework. It emitted a colorful glow under the sunlight. In the middle of 

the glass was a pattern carved with 3D laser carving technology. If one looked carefully at the pattern, 

they would realize that it was a three-dimensional Feng Qing’s smiling face. 

 

 

Feng Qing covered her eyes that were almost blinded. The moment the red silk was lifted, she was really 

about to go blind again. Duke Raymond still introduced the gift with a smile on his face. “My beautiful 

and dear Miss Qingqing, in order to express the gratitude the Duke and I have for you, the previous 

Duke and I, who is also my father, thought for a long time before we came up with this good idea. Then, 

we had the craftsman specially make this gift for you. Although it is completely made of glass, it is in the 

shape of a diamond. The diamond represents eternity, indicating that the Duke’s Manor will forever be 

in your gratitude. The engraving inside is also the same size as you. The Duke’s Manor has already called 

the two countries’ customs and the airport. All the procedures have been completed, so this diamond 

will accompany you back to Xia country.” 
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Feng Qing : “…” 

 

 

Be it the crystal glass or the gold, she did not care about these. She did not want it initially, but she could 

not possibly leave the glorious crystal with her image in Country F, right? Feng Qing’s beautiful face was 

filled with embarrassment as she looked at the shining ‘big diamond’ on the truck. Sure enough, things 

were developing in the direction she imagined. This crazy Duke Raymond really gave her a surprise, oh 

no, a shock! 

 

 

“Miss Qingqing, if it’s according to Xia country’s traditional culture, the Duke’s Manor should build a 

golden statue for you because the monument statue represents the highest admiration and gratitude to 

a person in Xia country. However, the Duke’s Manor is the Duke’s Manor in Country F after all, so we 

planned to take another path. That’s why we thought of using diamonds. This is also considered our 

Duke’s Manor respect and gratitude to you.” Duke Raymond said. 

 

 


